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Tomato & Lime 
Strength & Endurance 


This is a story about coming together and thriving.  

One day not long ago, I discovered beautiful soft yellow 
mushrooms in my cuban oregano (cerveza'n lime) plant.  Thrilled and 
curious that nature was sharing her wonderment with me, I researched 
the mushroom and it turns out to be a common yellow house plant 
mushroom.  The mushroom is also known to be toxic and can spread to 
other house plants. Oh my! How can something so beautiful also be so 
toxic. (Then again if you watch any nature programs - this is common with 
animals, insects and plants.) 

I removed the mushrooms and set the plant on the patio outside. 
Thank goodness it was summer and I had this option, for I have a lot of 
indoor plants. Over the summer it seemed to be thriving outside. One 
day my neighbor noticed another plant growing in the cuban oregano 
pot. A tomato plant! No wonder it was thriving, it has support from the 
tomato plant, nourishment for the soil. 

Curiosity they say thrills the cat! How did the seed get planted -  
possibly a squirrel, bird or the wind. My neighbor who noticed the 
tomato plant also was growing tomatoes on her patio. What if the two 
plants were communicating with each other and a friendly nature source 
helped the tomato seed get planted. There is Divine Intelligence at play 
here! 
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Now the plant is back in side, it's Fall and too cold to keep out 
doors. Both are thriving together. The tomato plant has flowers, I'm 
hoping to have tomatoes. With less daylight each day, we'll see what 
happens.  

Bearing fruit - to be continued! 

Did you know there is a Tomato Flower Essence? There is! This 
flower essence is used for strength and endurance. The support it 
provided the cuban oregano plant is a testament to that.  

Let's take all this one step further.  With the cuban oregano and the 
tomato plant cohabiting in my lovely abode, what if having the yellow 
house plant mushroom was a sign for me to become aware of any toxicity 
in body, mind and spirit.  What if having the tomato plant itself in my 
presence is enough to share its flower essence with me - strength and 
endurance. What if a companion or collaboration in some form is about 
to show up in my work and personal relationships? What if? 
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Theresa's Flower 
Companion Plants - Rhythmic Poem 

My flower grows on a tree. The companion plants that support the 

tree's growth are: 

• Moss to provide warmth and moisture, soft and velvety on one 
side and smooth on the other side. 

• Short pure white grass by the trunk that changes to blue green 
and deep bright green as it grows outward from the tree. Provides a 
grounding blanket for embracing harmony. 

• Three other sister trees that grow at other quadrants of the planet. 
Their roots grow deep and all meet in the planet's center.  A hub that 
provides stability, strength, harmony through song that vibrates out to 
the planet. 

• Soul partnership - There is one star in the sky visible in both day 
and night that shares and receives nourishing light waves with the tree. 
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You are I & I are You 

So soft and warm 
And nourishing too 

Moss covered limbs  
awaken me to you 


With an array of color  

To walk on hue 
A blanket is spread 

For life rings true 

With deep deep roots 

Stand tall with sky blue 
Connecting with Source 

Together we create a new 

Today is tomorrow and tomorrow today 

Starlight sings twinkle-twinkle-de-do 
Magnificence shines in all directions 

A clear vision with extraordinary view 

twinkle-de-de, twinkle-de-da 

twinkle-de-di, twinkle-de-do 

Sing out, sing out 

You are I & I are You
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